IQClick

Interactive Respond System

—Quick Guide—

1.Standard Configuration

Receiver *1

USB2.0 extension cord *1

Student IQClick

CD*1 (including IQ Interactive
Education Platform Software
and instructions)

(24/32/42 pcs, support
customized number)
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2. Receiver Introduction
Before
starting
IQ
Interactive
Education Platform software, plug the
receiver into the USB port on the USB
extension cord (the USB extension
cord is connected to the computer's
free USB port).It is mainly used to
receive signal from Student IQClick,
and can be used for software
verification and registration. If
connected OK, the indicator light on
the receiver will flash blue.

USB2.0 extension cord *1 + Receiver *1

3. Student IQClick Introduction
Student IQClick
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Keys Operation Instructions:
Under Response Mode:
1. Power on: Press any key to power on.
2. Control keys area: Enable to sent answers, rush answer, delete and other
operations.
3. Input to answer:
Single Choice: Press alphanumeric keys to submit your answers directly.
Multiple choice/Sequence: Press alphanumeric keys to select your answer or
input the sequence answers, and press
True/False : press

or

to submit.

to submit the answer directly.

Gap filling: Press the alphanumeric keys to input the result, long press to input
number, short press to input lowercase letter in the lower right corner of
alphanumeric keys by default, and short press multiple times to switch the
input letter content; Press
the input method switching key , users can
switch to input capital letters, this key is valid for a single time.
4. Power off: long press
until LCD shows “Bye Bye” to turn it off; Or, it
will automatically power off without operation for ten minutes.
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4.Operation Instructions:
1) Open the IQ Interactive Education Platform Software.

Entering the Response mode, it provides 8 kinds of quiz
like Rush or Eliminatio, this can only be used under
Teaching Mode.
Entering the Class Setting to set class information or reset
Student IQClick ID.
Entering the Activity query, it provides query by class,
individual or activity. The quiz will have functions as
Query, Statistics and Export.
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2) Teachers set questions: The teacher selects Preparing mode to enter and then
set questions
Note: Only under the preparing mode can questions be set;The response mode
can only be carried out under the teaching mode.
①Under the Preparing Mode, select one or more objects , click Question Setting
icon to set the question.
②System will pop out Question Setting Panel on one side.

③ Select the desired Question Type on the panel.
④ Click the Insert Question button, there will be question type displayed on the object
as below
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⑤ On the Question Setting Panel,
select the correct answers, score and
answer time for the question.

⑥ After finish editing questions,
click “Save” to save your paper as a
cdf format file.
3) Teachers choose to enter Response mode: Select the Teaching Mode, and

then click the Response Mode

to enter into response mode as

below.

4) Teachers choose the response mode: The system will automatically display a
response mode in the upper right corner of the page according to the question in
the page.Teachers can also click the mode switching key

on the floating

toolbar and select the corresponding response mode in the mode panel.
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5) Start to response: When the teacher starts the response function, students
can use Student IQClick to answer according to different response modes. During
the response process, the teacher can click

to pause at any time; Click

(or after the timer finishes) to end the answer.
(Below are operating instructions for different response modes)
Response
Mode
Testing
Response

Operating instructions
Function: enable all students to join response.
Teacher: Select mode, then click

to start response.

Student: According to different types of questions, input the
corresponding key value to answer. At this time, student ID on
the top of the LCD display screen will turn blue, indicating that
the student has answered.
Single
Student
Preemptive
Answer

Function: Allow the first student who grabs the answer rights to
response.
Teacher: after selecting the mode, click
answer status.
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to start the rush

Student:
1) press

to do Preemptive answer.

2) At this time, Student ID No. Will show on the LCD display
screen and the middle part of the tool plate, students can start
to response.
Multiple
Student
Preemptive
Answer

Function: 1 to 10 students are allowed to answer the questions.
If the number of students in the current response mode is less
than 10, the maximum number for preemptive answer is the
number of students in the current response mode.
Teacher:
1) After selecting the mode, click
Numbers Settings window.

to pop up Student

2) Press
or
to increase or decrease students numbers,
press “Ok” to start response.

Students:
1) Press
to grab the answer right, and students ID will
show on the screen and the middle of the tool plate.
2) IQ Interactive Education Platform will stop grabbing process
when students reach the set number.
Elimination

3) These students can start to response.
Function: Those students who give correct answer will enter
the next response, while the loser will be eliminated.
Teacher: After selecting the mode, click

to start response.

Student: Input the corresponding value to answer according to
different response mode. At this time, the student ID on the top
of the screen will display blue, indicating that the student has
answered.If a student ID number is gray, it indicates that the
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student has been eliminated.
Appointed
Response

Function: Only the student appointed can start response.
Teacher:
1) After selecting the mode, click

to pop up the

appointed students selection window. (As shown in the picture)
2) Teacher can choose the students in the window and click
“OK” to appoint.
3) After appointed, the student who get the answer rights will
enter the response status automatically.

Student: The appointed student can input the corresponding
value to start response according to the current response
mode.
Random
Response

Function: IQ Interactive Education Platform Software randomly
asks a student to answer question.
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Teacher: After selecting the mode, click

to start the

randomly select function , and the system will pick up one
student ID randomly and show on the middle of the tool plate.

Student: The selected student start to
response.
Oral
Response

Function: Teachers can set questions by oral or writing directly
on the current page, and then students can grab the answer
rights and answer it by oral.
Teacher:
1) Set a question and select the mode, press

to let

students to grab the answer rights.
2) After student finishes response by oral, a score window will
show up. Press

or

to adjust the score.

Student: Press
to grab the answer rights, student ID No.
Will show on the screen and the middle part of the tool plate.
Then the student can start response.
Transient
Quiz

Function: Teacher can insert a question into the current page
(including Single Choice, Multiple Choice, Gap Filling, True or
False, or Sequence )
Teacher:
1) Teacher can set a question by oral or writing directly in the
current page.
2) Select the mode and press
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, then selection window will

appear.
3) After selecting the corresponding question type, click “OK”
to start response function.
4) Teacher can input the correct answer in the pop-up window
after ending the answer process.

Student: Input corresponding value to answer. The background
color of the student ID will be in blue if the student has given
the answer.
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